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Edi tori aI
THE NEW ENTRANCE

About twenty-five years have elapsed since suggestions were first put forwardfor a new entrance to the City Art Gallery. Now the suggestion has becomea reality, and the new entrance opened on September 29th. The old, indirect
approach, which entailed the depressing journey through the statuary roomand which proved such a strong physical and psychological barrier against our
less determined visitors, has been superseded by an entrance which gives direct
approach to the gallery.
Though it is not an impressive architectural achievement, it should beremembered that the whole scheme, as originally planned three years ago, hasbeen considerably modified on the grounds of economic expediency. Never-

theless, within the imposed financial limits, an entrance has been achieved
which, though small and externally disproportionate with the scale of thebuilding, will serve its purpose with a simple dignity.
The transfer of the Library of Commerce and Technology to the old statuaryroom will be achieved when the necessary equipment has been installed. Thiswill give space in the vacated library for the development of a Prints andDrawings study room which has for so long been necessary in Leeds. Quitea large number of watercolours and drawings, forming a substantial part ofthe collection, are not at present available to the public. The recent acquisitionof about a thousand drawings by Cotman and his associates from the lateS.D. Kitson, together with the collection of the late Miss Agnes Lupton which

will come to us eventually, can never be shown in the exhibition galleries intheir entirety. At the same time they, together with our existing collection,
should be permanently available, particularly to students and connoisseurs.
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This will be possible when the Print room is established, and the new entrance
was the key to this being achieved.
Since the opening of the gallery in I888 there has been no appreciable

extension of accommodation despite the rapid growth of the collections.
Temple Newsam has absorbed a small and specialized group of pictures, and
the Extension opened in Ig25 was specifically intended for the Sam Wilson
collection. The alterations made in the Central Court in Ig4g have created
additional wall space, but we are still faced with a serious lack of accommoda-
tion for works of art to which the public should have access. Now that the
new entrance has become an accomplished fact it may be reasonable to hope
that the flooring over of the Central Court may one day be considered in order
that new accommodation can be created inside the present building.

LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND
JOINT PUBLISHERS OF THE

ARTS CALENDAR
with the

LIBRARIES AND ARTS (ART GALLERY AND TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE)
SUB-COMMITTEE

The Fund was founded in r9r I to raise money for the purchase of works
of art for the Leeds Art Gallery. Works of all kinds are now acquired for the
Art Gallery and Temple Newsam.
More than ever before the Fund is taking an important part in the social

activities of these two great institutions. Its secondary endeavour is to bring
together people who are interested in the arts.
The annual general meeting of the Fund will be held at the City Art Gallery

on Friday, November 3oth, when the painting by Jack Yeats, recently
acquired by the Fund, will be shown together with other recent acquisitions.
The meeting will be preceded by a cocktail party to which all members are
invited.
The Leeds Arts Calendar is sent free to all subscribers of one guinea per year.
Membership is open to all who wish to become associated with this society

ol'riends of the Art Gallery and Temple Newsam. The minimum annual
subscription is one guinea.

JJ'hy not send a subscription now to:
The Hnn. Treasurer, MR. EDMUND ARNoI.D> 12 BUTTERLEY STREET> LEEDs Ia
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Quarterly Review

Recent Acquisitions

AERT VAN DER NEER
Outstanding amongst the recent acquisitions is the painting by the r7th

century Dutch master Aert van der Neer ( t6o3—t 677). Although not regarded
as one of the greatest masters of the school, van der Neer was perhaps the most
brilliant exponent of the more dramatic atmospheric effects of moonlight and
dawn. Best known are the moonlight scenes, of which about two hundred are
known to have been painted and of which there are good examples among the
nine paintings by him at the National Gallery.
Like most of his contemporaries van der Neer was content to portray directly

the homely aspect of his native landscape, never aspiring to noble compositions
but content with the subject at hand, a group of cottages or fishermen's huts
beside a river, with trees and figures. The constant choice of such subjects
gives an apparent similarity to all his work, though he never repeated himself.
His paintings do vary considerably in quality and at his best, as in the one
now bought for Temple Newsam, he ranks with the greatest landscapists of
his school.
This particularly fine example of his extraordinary powers of realistic

painting shows a rich quality of paint, and gives an almost uncanny inter-
pretation of the play of cold, glinting moonlight which is emphasized by the
rich glowing browns and velvety blacks in the foreground.
The picture is an important acquisition not only because of its first-rate

quality but also because our collection is singularly lacking in good examples
of the 17th century Dutch school.

GEORGE STUBBS
Another picture of importance which has recently been bought is the noble

painting by George Stubbs (i724—iso6), inscribed Phillis, A Pointer of Lord
Clermonts which was painted in i772. The one painting already in the
collection attributed to Stubbs, though a fine picture, is not characteristic of
the great English animal painter. Stubbs was primarily concerned with, and
renowned for his horses and dogs, and although he painted wild animals like
7he 7igress, shown at Temple Newsam, they were not amongst his best works.
Stubbs was born in Liverpool and started his career as a portrait painter,

in which capacity he came to Leeds in r 744. He afterwards settled in York
where he started his thorough and profound studies of anatomy which
culminated in his great work on The Anatomy of the Horse which he illustrated
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MOONLIGHT SCENE Oil on canvas 25' 32"
BOIJOHT HARDINO FURD I 95 I

AERT VAN DER NEER (I603—77)



with twenty-four beautifully drawn plates. This knowledge of anatomy is
obvious in the painting of the Pointer now acquired. It is so superbly drawn
as to give the complete illusion of arrested movement.

THOMAS GIRTIN
The collection of English watercolours has always been the outstanding

feature of the Leeds collection. The greatest masters of the school are all
represented in some way and we have been particularly fortunate in having
acquired extremely fine Cotmans and Girtins. The five watercolours by
Thomas Girtin (t 775—t8oa) are mostly of very high quality but none in better
condition than the Bolton Abbey recently bought from the collection of the late
Sir Augustus Daniel.
This watercolour is of considerable local topographical interest, but it has

a greater interest in the study of Girtin because it can be reconciled with a
drawing in one of his sketch books. In the Walpole Society Journal, Vol. 27,
I938—3g, Mr. Martin Hardie wrote on a sketch book of t 7gg—t 8o t in which
Girtin made nineteen drawings in Yorkshire. Most of these sketches were
made when he was staying at Harewood House and Mulgrave Castle, near
Whitby.
There are three drawings of Bolton Abbey and it was suggested that the

third of these (No. t5) might have been the preliminary sketch for the water-
colour now in the National Museum of Wales. The sketch is a view from
across the river showing the east end of the Abbey, with the arch partly hidden
behind a clump of trees. In the National Museum watercolour the arch is cut
by the edge of the paper and no trees are shown on the left, making an entirely
different composition. The watercolour now acquired by Leeds coincides
almost exactly with the sketch and differs only in one or two minor details
which one would expect in working up a picture direct from a sketch. The
powerful watercolour will make an excellent addition to our group of Girtins,
and to the watercolour collection as a whole.

LEEDS PORTRAITS
For the last twenty-five years we have enjoyed the loan of two pastel portraits

by John Russell (tyg5—t8o6), of william Hey, junior and his wife Mary Hey.
These two portraits have now been bought for the permanent collection, and
together with the five pastel portraits of the Radford family, the unidentified
pastel portrait of a man, and three large portraits in oil, this interesting artist
is generously represented. But it is fitting that he should be because of his
close connections with the city. Although a native of Guildford, Russell spent
much of his time in Leeds and according to his biographer, G. C. Williamson,
did more portraits here than anywhere else. He kept careful journals of his
tours and one volume now in existence has many references to Leeds describing
the city and its people. His descriptions of the Cloth Halls, of Temple Newsam
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PHILLIS, A POINTER OF LORD CLERMONTS Oil on canvas, 4o" x 5o" GEGRGE STUBBs (Ipa4—I8O6)
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and Kirkstall Abbey, and of the churches, are particularly interesting. Though
his references to Leeds people are not always complimentary, it was here that
he found some of his best friends.
Of these Dr. Hey and his family were among his most devoted associates.

William Hey, F.R.s., the eminent surgeon and scientist, was described by a
contemporary writer as "one of the brightest names that ever adorned this
populous town." He was Russell's great friend and medical adviser. Through
him the artist made most of his friends and connections in Leeds. Hey's
nephew Jowett married Russell's daughter Ann.

Russell made pastel portraits of members of the family including those of
William Hey junior and his wife Mary Hey (nee Hudson). This son of the
eminent William Hey was also a surgeon. He was born in r77r and died in
i84g. For twenty years he was surgeon of the Leeds General Infirmary and
was Mayor of the City in r82o and i83r.
There must be many portraits by Russell still in the hands of families

connected with the city and if any of our readers could give information of
their whereabouts we should appreciate the opportunity of recording them.
We should like to trace particularly the portrait ofJohn Green, founder of the
Leeds Pottery, once in the possession of Mr. Rhodes of Potternewton House.
Another picture of particular local interest is the Self Portrait by Charles

H. Schwanfelder (r 773—r 837), a Leeds artist who had a considerable reputation
as an animal and landscape painter. Schwanfelder's talents were mainly
directed to the painting of animals and earned for him the title of animal
painter to George III and the Prince Regent. But he also painted a number
of portraits, and at his best, as in this most recent example, he achieves a fine
sensitive quality and real feeling for characterization.

CHARLES CONDER
Charles Conder (i868—agog) is an artist who has not so far achieved great

popularity in his native country. He was born in England, but went to
Australia when still quite young. He came back to Europe to study painting
in France and afterwards established himself in his native country. Conder
was strongly influenced by Whistler, and adopted certain aspects of Impres-
sionism which were particularly suited to his exquisite sense of colour. He is
best known for his charming fan designs, of which there are two small sketches
in the Leeds collection. His paintings have a rather ethereal quality of partic-
ular charm. The one small example in our collection, Ferring Grange, was
bought by the Leeds Art Collections Fund in t93g. Now a second painting
has been acquired, Beach Scene, which is one of his many paintings of coast
scenes near Swanage. E.I.M.
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BOLTON ABBEY Watercolour I2$" x r84+"
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Exhi bi ti ons

YORKSHIRE ARTISTS
The biennial arrangement for the Yorkshire Artists'xhibition has not

resulted in any falling off of interest. On the contrary the number of works
submitted was a record, though from some goo items sent in only rgo were
accepted, which, together with the fifty invited works gave us a smaller
exhibition than usual. It is, however, gratifying to know that a particularly
high standard has been maintained throughout, and it is generally agreed that
the quality of this exhibition is on a much higher level than in <949, and in
fact than was customary before the war.
The task of the selection committee was not an enviable one because the

number of pictures and drawings which bordered on the margin of acceptance
or rejection was unusually large. The standard of technical accomplishment
and aesthetic integrity which the committee demanded was particularly high
and rather than risk a lowering of this standard few of these doubtful works
were given the benefit of that doubt.
This may seem hard on the artist to whom acceptance may mean so much,

but unless this biennial exhibition maintains a high standard inclusion in it
will be of little importance. The number of open, group and society exhibitions
now being organized throughout the country is greater than ever. I think it is
true to say that in nearly all of these the maintenance of a high standard
appears to be of little importance. More people are practising art to-day than
perhaps ever before in this country and seeking opportunity to show their
works. More people are demanding to see exhibitions. A general lowering of
standards is inevitable under these conditions and the maintenance of a high
standard by such established exhibitions as the one devoted to the work of
Yorkshire artists is more essential than ever.

LEEDS POTTERY
When Mr. Frank Lambert, director of the Walker Art Gallery, opened the

Yorkshire Artists Exhibition on September 29th, he also declared open the new
entrance to the art gallery and the exhibition of Leeds Pottery which has been
arranged in the lower part of the Sam Wilson wing.
This exhibition is of considerable importance because so far as we can

ascertain it is the first serious attempt to illustrate the great variety of products
of the pottery at different periods from the foundation in about r76o to the
third quarter of the igth century.
Our knowledge of the pottery has been based on the researches carried out

by Joseph R. Kidson and Frank Kidson who in I892 published their book on
the subject which has remained until recently the last word on the subject.
The recent researches of Mr. Donald Towner have revealed many new facts
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and a great deal of new information about the history and products of the
factory. To him we are indebted for giving us the opportunity of publishinga new and comprehensive survey of the subject which he has compiled. This
book on Leeds Pottery, on sale at three shillings must be regarded as a standard
work on the subject. The exhibition is really an extension of the book which
contains a catalogue of all the pieces shown and illustrates the various typesof pottery produced at difFerent periods. E.I.M.

WILLIAM HOGARTH
Leeds was fortunate in being one of the two provincial centres to receive the

exhibition of paintings, drawings and engravings by William Hogarth arranged
by the Arts Council as part of the Festival of Britain and first shown at theTate Gallery between the 2gth June and the agth July, but unfortunate in sofar as the exhibition which came north was smaller that it had been in London
(fifty-three as against seventy-one exhibits).
Of the paintings belonging to the Tate Gallery only the Sigismunda, painted

in r gag to out rival a so-called Coreggio representing the same subject which
had recently been sold for what Hogarth considered an absurd sum of money,
was allowed to leave London and nine other paintings, chiefiy in private
collections, also had to be withdrawn. Thus the exhibition which came toLeeds was somewhat less comprehensive than the one shown in London and
even the one shown there could not claim to have assembled all Hogarth's
masterpieces under one roof, as Mr. R. P. Beckett himself acknowledges in his
introduction to the catalogue. The most notable omissions were of course the
serial works represented in the exhibition only by an interesting preliminary
study for the third scene in "A Rake's Progress" and by a series of line-
engravings after "A Harlot's Progress" (the original paintings were destroyed
by fire at Fonthill ten years after they had been acquired by William Beckfordat Hogarth's sale of r 745). On the whole, however, the exhibition providedan admirable opportunity of surveying Hogarth's work and brought forward
many forgotten aspects of his varied genius. It also brought to light the almost
incredible fact that not since r8r4 when the British Institution arranged the
first one man exhibition of his pictures, has it been possible to see an exhibitionof his works not shared by another artist. This compares very unfavourably
with the recognition accorded during the last few decades to another London
artist, William Blake, whose tempera paintings formed the subject of a second
exhibition arranged by the Arts Council. While books on Blake have been
multiplying, Hogarth has been almost entirely neglected. Only recently have
books by Mr. A. P. Oppe and Mr. R. B. Beckett rendered his drawings and
paintings accessible in well-illustrated and scholarly volumes. These were
preceded by Dr. Antal's article in 7he Art Bulletin drawing attention toHogarth's borrowings from foreign and particularly French paintings to which
reference is made in the catalogue of this exhibition. 7he Pool of Bethesda, for
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example, a preliminary study for the large mural painting at St. Bartholomew's
Hospital, is stated to contain borrowings from Raphael, Rembrandt and Gall ot,
while the design itself may have been derived from Murillo's painting ol thc
same subject, of which Hogarth may have seen a copy. An extremely inter-
esting article in the September issue of the Burlington Magazine shows that
Hogarth drew his formal inspiration from the U%zi Wrestlers in one of his
designs for George Taylor's tombstone. The two recently rediscovered chalk
and charcoal drawings for this monument were included in the exhibition,
which also contained an impressive number of Hogarth's conversation pieces,
portraits and of those early social satires, which preceded his most character-
istic innovation, his choice of "modern moral subjects" and their presentation
in serial form. w.w.
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TEMPLE NEWSAM HOLlSE

HANDBOOK
Medium quarto, t4o pages of art paper with 99 illustrations including

three colour plates. The text is arranged under two main headings (t) the
history and architecture of the house (2) the house as a museum of art.
The first part deals with the early history of Temple Newsam, Sir Arthur

Ingram and his successors, the exterior of the house and park, and the interior
of the house. The second part deals with the collections of furniture, paintings,
ceramics etc. under separate chapter headings.

Price 10/6
Obtainable from the City Art Gallery and 7emple JVetosam House
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BY COURTESY OF THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM, NEW YORK
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Pictures in the Collection

COURBET'S "LES DEMOISELLES DE VILLAGE"

WILLIAM WELLS

Now that the Festival exhibitions are over, perhaps we may be allowed to
celebrate the centenary of the painting of a small picture in the Leeds collec-
tions, and incidentally of a larger one in the Metropolitan Museum, New York.
Among the works by French artists, chiefly of the Barbizon school, given to

the Corporation by the late Mr. Charles Roberts, one of the most attractive
is a painting by Gustave Courbet (dated I85I, though this is not visible in the
reproduction given here on page I7) which has usually been known as 1he
Village Maidens. It has either not been realized or forgotten that this picture
closely resembles a much larger picture in the Metropolitan Museum for
which it appears to be a preliminary study, nor that the three "maidens" are
the sisters of the artist, Zoe, Zelie and Juliette.

Les Demoiselles de Village was painted during the summer of I8gI and first
exhibited in the Salon of I8gz, together with a portrait of Urbain Cuenot and
a landscape also painted in the Ornans district. The subject appears to have
been in Courbet's mind for at least a year for in a letter written to his parents
in August I8go, he mentions among other requirements some canvas for a tent
which would be useful the following summer should he fulfil his intention of
painting a large picture in the country.
The full title of the picture is Les Demoiselles de village faisant l'aumone a une

gardeuse de vaches dans un vallon d'Ornans. The "maiden" on the left who is giving
something from her picnic basket to the little cowherd, has been identified as
Zelie, the second eldest of the three sisters; Zoe, the eldest sister, born five
years after her brother in I82g, looks on with detached and perhaps slightly
supercilious interest on the right, while Juliette, the youngest and favourite
sister of Courbet, is in the middle holding the parasol. The scene is a communal
grazing ground near Ornans, a part of that rocky, semi-Alpine countryside in
the French Comte where the artist was born and spent his childhood and
youth and to which he returned so often.
These three sisters appear in several of Courbet's pictures. In the Burial at

Ornans painted in I849, they are introduced as a group on the right of the
picture among other women mourners who, like all the figures on this vast
canvas, both male and female, are based on persons living in the Ornans
district and known to Courbet since earliest childhood. As is so well known,
this picture aroused considerable- controversy when it was exhibited in the
salon of I85o/5I and when Courbet returned to his native town he was not
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given a very enthusiastic reception by his country fblk who felt that they had
been held up to ridicule in Paris. According to Champfleury, one of the first
champions of "realism," who wrote an amusing account of the agitation caused
by the venomous references in the national press to the appearance of some
of the persons represented, it became the task of the artist's sisters to restore
calm by going from one person to another showing the newspapers to those
who had been spared this unpleasant publicity and hiding them carefully from
the others, a task in which they were aided by "la" Fili Caillot and "la"
Josephine Becquin whose appearance the critics had applauded.

Courbet felt that the Demoiselles would be received very differently. In
a letter to Champfleury referring to the coming salon of i852, he claims to
have painted a picture which will disarm the critics: j'ai fait du gracieux;
tout ce qu'ils ont pu direjusqu'ici ne sert a rien..." But in this he was wrong.
With a few exceptions the critics were, or pretended to be, as scandalized by
this picture as they had been by the Burial and other previous pictures in
which, to our eyes, his social realism is so much more provocatively marked.
Gustave Planche described the young women as "awkward and vulgar ";
Louis Esnault called the dog "a horrible little mongrel," while Theophile
Gautier thought one of the sisters looked like a "cook got up in her Sundaybest." Surprisingly enough, however, the picture had been bought before the
opening of the exhibition by the Comte de Morny, a half brother of NapoleonIII and one of the principal supporters of his regime, one whose political views
were therefore completely opposed to those of Courbet and his literary friends
in the realist movement. The Comte de Morny had taken a leading part in
the coup d'tat of the previous year by which the emperor had rendered his
power absolute. Among the victims were the poet and writer, Max Buchon,
Courbet's loyal f'riend and defender, who was exiled for his active share in the
Second Republic, and another friend, the poet, Pierre Dupont, who, though
pardoned immediately, was condemned to seven years deportation in
Lambessa. Courbet himself was well-known for his republican and socialist
views, but either because he was not considered sufficiently dangerous or
possibly owing to de Morny's protection, escaped at this time without
unpleasant consequences. Twenty years later, after the fall of the empire, he
played a very active role as president of the Federation des Artistes, during
the Commune and on its fall was arrested and sentenced to six months
imprisonment and later to pay for the re-election of the Vendome column,
that symbol of imperialist might which the socialists had tom down.
In 1853, the Comte de Morny lent the frame of his picture so that Courbet

could use it for the Wrestlers and in i855 he lent the picture itself to the
Exposition Universelle of that year. Courbet painted his villa at Deauville and
after his death his widow lent the Demoiselles to the Exposition Universelle
of r867. Subsequently it was sequestrated by the state together with other
pictures by Courbet but was finally released and sold in i897 two years af'ter
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THE VILLAGE MAIDENS GUSTAVE COURBET (18>g—77'>
Oil on cancas E I" A R6"

OIYEB BY THE LATE MR. CHARLES ROBERTS) Igsj

Gourbet's death to Durand Ruel, and sent to America where it passed into the
Payne Bingham collection and thence into the Metropolitan Museum.
When in r8>>I> the selection committee of the Exposition Universelle rejected

Gourbet's two main exhibits, the Burial at Ornans and the large allegorical,
albeit realist, picture the Studio (I.'Atelierc une alteCorie reelle determinant une

Phase de sept annees de ma vie), the artist, encouraged by his sympathisers and
especially by Bruyas who gave him material as well as moral encouragement,
decided to hold his own exhibition in a hall built adjacent to the main
exhibition buildings in the Ghamps Elysees in the middle of a garden planted
with lilac trees. As we have seen the Demoiselles de Village had been accepted
fr>r the <>Riciaf exhibition, together with ten other paintings, three of which
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ARTS CA:

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY
OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

SEPTEMBER 29 to
NOVEMBER 11 YORKSHIRE ARTISTS

The second exhibition of works of art by artists (born or resident
in Yorkshire or associated with Yorkshire art schools) since the
war. Formerly an annual event, it will now be held every two years.

From SEPTEMBER LEEDS POTTERY
This exhibition presents a chronological survey of the various wares
produced by the Old Leeds Pottery and some of the later imitations
and fakes. The selection of pieces has been made by Mr. Donald
Towner, Honorary Secretary of the English Ceramic Circle, who
has also prepared the catalogue.

DECEMBER 1 to
DECEMBER 16 LEEDS FINE ARTS CLUB

Annual exhibition of members'ork

Picture of the Month
OCTOBER HERMANN TOM RING

Sir William St. Quintin ofHarpham from Scampston Hall

NOVEMBER J. B.J.PATER
Blind Man's Bugfrom Swinton Castle

DECEMBER AERT VAN DER NEER
Moonlight Scene from Temple Newsam House

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE
OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING SUNDAYS, 11-30 to dusk

Permanent collection and also some old masters on loan from the
National Gallery and the Dulwich collection.
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LENDAR

Huddersfield, Art Gallery

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery

York, Art Gallery
York, Art Gallery

Rotherham, Art Gallery

Doncaster, Art Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Wakefield, Art Gallery

Batley, Art Gallery

Scarborough, Art Gallery

SOME YORKSHIRE EXHIBITIONS
OCTOBER

Del Monte Collection of Old Masters

Festival Art Exhibition

to Oct. 13

to Oct. 13
Art of the Book Jacket (V. & A. Exhibition) Oct. 1 to Nov. 30

Watercolours by Lyonel Feininger October
Pottery by Bernard Leach October

Rotherham Society of Artists October
Twelve Yorkshire Artists of the Past Oct. 6 to Oct. 28

College of Art Students'ork Oct. 13 to Nov. 4
College ofArt Students'ork Oct. 17 to Nov. 17

Early English Watercolours (from the V. & A.) Oct. 17 to Nov. 24
Flower Prints (Arts Council Exhibition) Oct. 23 to Nov. 6

Doncaster, Art Gallery

Doncaster, Art Gallery

York, Art Gallery

Scarborough, Art Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Doncaster, Art Gallery

Harrogate, Art Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Contemporary British Embroidery
(Arts Council Exhibition)

Nov. 24 to Dec. 9

Hull Art Club Nov. 24 to Dec. 16
Local Societies Combined Exhibition Nov. 24 to Jan. 6

NOVEMBER
School of Arts and Crafts Nov. 1 to Nov. 18

Doncaster New Art Group Nov. 1 to Nov. 18
York Arts Society Nov. 6 to Nov. 25

Splendid Occasions (Arts Council Exhibition) Nov. 10 to Dec. I
Wernher Collection of Old Masters Nov. 17 to Dec. 22

Peasant Embroideries and English Domestic Silver Nov. 19 to Dec. 31
The English Scene Nov. 24 to Dec. 23

Wakefield, Art Gallery

Batley, Art Gallery

Huddersfield, Art Gallery

Hull, Ferens Gallery

Scarborough, Art Gallery

DECEMBER
West Riding Artists Dec. 8 to Jan. 26

Paintings by Philip Naviasky

Royal Academy 1951

Dec. 18 to Dec. 29
Dec. 22 to Jan. 29

New English Art Club Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
Royal Academy 1951 Dec. 29 to Jan. 19
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LA ROCHE DE DIX-HEURES
EX-COLL. 1)URANU-RUEL

GUSTAVE COURBET (r8rg—77)

were landscapes also painted in the Ornans district. One of'hese landscapes,
La Roche de dix-heures, so called because the labourers in the vineyards used the
shadow cast by the rock as a time keeper, is taken from almost precisely the
same viewpoint. This picture was painted in I85q, the same year as it was
exhibited and four years, therefore, after the completion of the picture now in
the Metropolitan Museum. By this time, Courbet was tired of being labelled
"realist," as indeed the foreword to his private exhibition, in spite of its title
(Le Realisme) makes plain, and he was turning away from "social realist"
subjects such as the Stone Brea4rs and the Crain Winnozvers belonging to the" Sur La Grande Route " series towards pure landscape. It is evident,
however, from his correspondence, that Courbet considered the Demoiselles
as forming a part of this series, a fact which those who only know this picture
from the painting at Temple Newsam may be rather surprised to learn, for in
this picture the figures play a subordinate role to the landscape and one might
justifiably associate it with the later picture, in which neither figures or cattle
appear rather than with the large " genre" picture f'r which it is evidently



the sketch. Those who only know the sketch are not only misled by the size
of the figures and therefore their importance in relation to the landscape, but
also concerning the size of the canvas itself which it must be remembered is
almost eight feet in height. The question of size is important to bear in mind
for, as Champfleury records, Courbet's paintings were considered offensive by
his contemporaries, not merely because they contained representations of" bourgeois and peasants and village maidens," but because these people were
represented as large as life, a scale hitherto reserved for great lords and ladies.
In each of these paintings it is also interesting to observe that Courbet, realist
though he was, has made slight variations which he evidently considered
essential to his composition depending on whether his figures were large,
small or absent.
This oil sketch is probably identical with the Esquisse des Demoiselles de

Village which is listed in Courbet's catalogue of his forty paintings and four
drawings in the " Pavillion du Realisme " as No. t 4, under the year s 85 'nd
described as belonging to M. Lauwick. It is probably also identical with the
preparation ou etude described by Riat in his book on Courbet published in
tgo6 as belonging to M. Charles Leon Cardon of Brussels, from whom it was
presumably bought by the late Charles Roberts, though proof of this is lacking.
In the same catalogue occurs the entry: No. 3z, s8go Genisse et taureau au
paturage which is presumably identical with the picture reproduced by the
same author on page g6, from which the reproduction illustrating this article
is taken. At first sight this picture, actually painted a year before the sketch
at Temple Newsam, might be mistaken for a detail showing the heifer and
bull of the sketch or, more probably, of the large finished picture, so faithfully
have the forms and even markings of these creatures been copied in the later
pictures. In Courbet's catalogue, however, no indication is given that this
picture was also intended as a sketch, and it may have been painted before
or after the idea (mentioned in his letter to his parents in August of the same
year) of painting a large picture in the country had occurred to him. The
landscape is different but clearly belonging to the same locality and one can
distinguish in the distance what appears to be the same formation of rocks that
formed the landscape setting of the Demoiselles. For this painting Courbet
moved farther up the same valley but he brought with him not only the
mental image of the heifer and bull which he had already delineated on
canvas, but an image also of his sisters whose little dog on that previous
occasion had begun barking causing the bull to half raise its head and the
heifer to look up quizzically at the passers-by. He also remembered that
Zelie had paused to give something out of her basket to the cowherd. There
is in this painting certain overtones of sentiment which link it with Courbet's
early work when he was still dominated by romanticism rather than with
those pictures, painted between the revolution of t848 and the coup d'tat
of'8qt, forming the series "Sur la grande route." A similar alternation

of'age
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socialistic themes with rustic idyllic ones can be observed in the contemporary
poetry of Max Dupont and others.
It does not appear to have been observed that for the pose of the three

principal figures Courbet may have been influenced by that of the three
Graces as represented in classical and renaissance art, a thought which lends
additional meaning to Courbet's sentence "J'ai fait du gracieux," which
might be re-written "J'ai fait les Graces." It is known that Courbet was
particularly fond of his sisters and there is nothing surprising in the fact that
Zelie, Juliette and Zoe should have become identified in his mind with the
three pagan goddesses, Euphrosyne, Aglaia and Thalia, those personifications
of beauty who enhanced the enjoyments of life by refinement and gentleness;
still less surprising that the valley of the Loue near Ornans should have
become identified with Olympus. There can be little doubt that these associa-
tions formed part of his inspiration on this occasion and that the picture is so

much the poorer for us if they are overlooked. It is raised from reality to the
higher plane of poetry and myth. The valley becomes a "sacred grove" in
which the three goddesses dispense their gifts to humanity. In the picture
Zelie gives her "alms" (1'aumone) to the cowherd with a gesture that is

almost sacramental.
It is possible to gain a good idea of the characters and idiosyncrasies of

Courbet's three sisters at this period of their lives from Champfleury's novel
Les Demoiselles 7ourangeau which was first published in t864. Zelie (Christine
Tourangeau) is described as sentimental, pious and affectionate; Zoe
(Emelina) the most intelligent, as worldly and sociable, and Juliette (Julienne)
as calm and self-sufficient like her mother, and these descriptions are supported

by the pictorial evidence contained in the two pictures. The two younger
sisters at least were not unfitting companions for the Muses. Zelie played the

guitar and Juliette the piano, while in the neighbouring house at Flagey she

had installed a harmonium in the kitchen near the oven so that she could play
while supervising the cooking. Both Zelie and Juliette remained spinsters

(Juliette, like her brother, remained throughout her life an outspoken opponent
of marriage), but Zoe married a painter called Reverdy and became the cause
of much family dissension for in both artistic and political matters his views

were diametrically opposed to those of Courbet, who considered him as little
better than a government spy. Zoe had two children and on the death of
her husband spent the remaining years of her life in destitution, having been
disowned by her family. She died in the lunatic asylum of Saint Ylie near
Dole. Zelie died two years before Courbet in i875, but Juliette, to whom he

left all his possessions, survived until igi5. Photographs of all three sisters

are reproduced in Leger's book on Courbet. They were taken when advancing

years had removed the last traces of youth and charm and the effect is

somewhat "shattering."
Of all Courbet's pictures, the Demoiselles de Village is perhaps the one which



expresses most eloquently the truth of Buchon's observation: "the works of
Courbet are the natural flowering of his personality dwelling amidst his family
in the beautiful valley of Ornans" (Les oeuvres de Courbet sont la floraison
naturelle de sa personnalite au milieu de sa famille dans cette jolie vallee
d'Ornans). Naturally enough it was the valley rather than the family which
was the more stable source of inspiration. His sisters grew old and at least one
of them became disagreeable. This is the last of the three pictures in which
they figure as a group. When in I8III7 he returned to the same site to paint
a pure landscape, the three Graces were no longer to be seen among the
lengthening shadows.
In a contemporary caricature the young ladies appear as dolls and the

cattle as toys on wheels. Contemporary critics were chiefly disturbed by
Courbet's scale values and his rigidity, a characteristic still apparent to us in
the heifer and bull which have been transferred to the sketch and the finished
picture as if they were objects cut out of wood.

GENISSE ET TAUREAU AU PATURAGE
EX-COLL. M. FELIX GERARD

GUSTAVE COURBET (18I9—77)
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THE ROYAL ARMS
SliPware, diameter a~" c. I67I

BY COURTFSY OF THE BRITISH MllSFl'M

THOMAS TOFT



Toft Ware

RONALD COOPF.R

The history of English pottery before the Restoration is comparatively
obscure. We know of Cistercian ware, green-glazed and brown-glazed ware,
as being a few of the types made in monasteries, and later by the peasant
population in pottery sheds adjoining their dwellings. The number of harvest
jugs, loving cups and pottery cradles handed down to us are proof that the
more skilful artisans made especially decorative pieces to celebrate the christ-
enings, weddings and reunions of their own families and those of neighbours.
Other richly ornamented pieces were inscribed with names, dates and affec-
tionate homilies such as, "The best is not too good for Thee."
Most fanciful of such decorated pottery were certain large circular dishes

made during the latter half of the seventeenth century. They are between
seventeen and twenty-two inches in diameter, and the decoration developed
from mere gay formal patterning to ornate heraldic emblems such as lions and
eagles, as well as patriotic representations of the Stuart monarchs. The most
notable of the potters making such ware was Thomas Toft who worked
throughout the reigns of Charles II and James II. His artistry and skill have
never been surpassed so there is small wonder that his designs were often
copied by his contemporaries among whom were his brother Ralph Toft,
Ralph Simpson, George Taylor and William Taylor.
The first illustration shows a dish, twenty-two inches in diameter and three

inches deep, decorated with the Royal Arms in a garter of the order, with
crest and supporters (lion and unicorn) and cipher CR of Charles II. Toft
has inscribed his name in a cartouche, and the rim bears the typical brown
and orange trellis border which is found on the large majority of these pieces.
He executed four other dishes all identical to this one in the British Museum.
A total of at least thirty pieces made by Thomas Toft are in existence. More
than half this number bear representations of royalty or armorial designs, from
which it may be surmised that Toft was a staunch royalist.
The second illustration depicts the famous incident which occurred in

September r6gt when Charles hid from the Roundheads in the Boscabel Oak.
From this region near Staffordshire Charles escaped to the continent and
enjoyed the protection of the French and Dutch courts before returning to
England as monarch in t66o. In i662 he married Catharine of Braganza,
sister of the King of Portugal. In t 685 his brother the Duke ofYork succeeded
him as James II, whose short reign was followed by that ofWilliam of Orange
in t689.

All these events occurred during Toft's lifetime and are recorded by symbol



CHARLES IN THE BOSCABEL OAK
SliPIuare, diameler ao" c. I662

BY COURTESY OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM

THOMAS TOFT

and picture on the dishes that he made. Lord Harlech of Merionethshire
writes of a dish in his collection "The centre of the plate has the full-face
portrait of King Charles II surmounted by a very large crown between the
letters C.R....My own forbears remained Jacobites up to the 'orty-five.'
have little doubt that the Thomas Toft plate was acquired not for any

ceramic or artistic interest but as a symbol of the family's political affiliations."
The third plate illustrated the stylized portraits of Charles and Catharine.

Working on such a comparatively small scale in a medium that requires a
broad technique, it would be impossible to render the likeness of a person,
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CHARLES AND CATHERINE
Slipecare, diameler I7" c. I66E

BY COURTESY OF THE FITZWILLIAM MUSEUM) CAMBRIDGE

THOMAS TOFT

but Toft has at least portrayed the full wig worn by Charles, and the curly
hair of the queen (corresponding to contemporary portraits of her).
The decoration in these plates is in brown, orange and white; colours that

were obtained from different clays, or mixtures of clays thinned down with
water and applied to the plate in a manner similar to piping decoration on
an iced cake. The potter calls it " slip trailing" and instead of an icing bag,
the seventeenth century potters used something like an oil can made of clay,

Page



fired and fitted with a hollow quill through which liquid clay flowed. An
air hole at the other end of the "can" was covered with a finger to stop the
flow of slip, and uncovered while the trailer was tilted to allow a line pattern
to be drawn.
In at least one Danish factory, this type of pottery decoration is carried on

even to-day. The trailers in use are hollowed cows'orns fitted with quills;
the flow of slip being controlled by tilting. Several English craftsmen potters
succeed in using a baby's double-ended feeding-bottle, fitted with a glass tube
at one end. The flow of slip is controlled by holding the bottle to the lips and
blowing into the open end. This decoration must be applied to the clay plate
while it is still damp, and the resulting trailed line of slip stands off the plate
a fraction of an inch.
To make the plate, Toft used a potter's wheel, and the dish was " thrown "

by hand in the normal way on the revolving wheel head, using a type of
brick clay. When it had dried slightly, the dish was turned over (the underside
of the dish shown in Fig. g shows the impress of Thomas Toft's two hands,
caused by lifting the dish while the clay was soft) and any surplus thickness of
clay at the base was trimmed off while the dish was "leather hard."
The inside of these dishes was generally coated with a thin film of white

slip to hide the brown colour of the clay used. This gave Toft a white ground
of good colour and fine texture on which the outlines of the pattern were done
in dark slip over the centre of each dish. It is impossible to rectify mistakes
and the potter working in this type of decoration must work boldly and
deliberately. The second stage was to fill in the spaces enclosed within the
lines with orange slip, probably by means of a brush. In the first illustration
the dark areas of the lion and the unicorn were among those parts treated in
this way. Lastly the whole of the decoration was enriched by applying closely
spaced white dots on the original outlines. White slip was costly as it was
brought from Dorset, but this judicious use of a third colour gives a splendid
scintillation to Toft's pieces. The trellis border decoration was done in two
colours, brown lines crossed over by orange ones: thus the darker tone lay
under the lighter one giving "depth" to the border pattern, which itself is

ideal for the plate rim. The diagonal lines correspond in a sense to the way
in which the rim slopes inwards, so that there is a correlation between pattern
and form around the border. The trellis pattern also fulfils the function of
framing the whole plate. All Toft's designs and his sense of pattern mark him
as an outstanding artist.
Only the decorated surface of each plate was glazed, by an application of

finely ground lead-ore. By leaving the under side of the dishes unglazed the
pieces could be placed directly on the shelf of the kiln, there being no need to
use " stilts" to prevent a glazed surface from sticking to the shelf during the
firing. For such large plates this reduces the fear of warping to a minimum.
When space was limited in packing the kiln it seems that plates were occasion-
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ally stacked vertically: the buckled rim of one early Toft dish in the British
Museum has probably resulted from being fired upright. A good red heat
was necessary in the kiln to flux the glaze and there is reason to believe that
ro5o'C. was commonly attained.
The finished dish came out of the kiln with a shiny glaze tinged slightly

yellow (a characteristic of some lead glazes) which admirably enhances the
colour of the slips in decorating.
It should not be thought that Toft discovered any new technique in his

work. The Romans brought knowledge of slip decoration to this country, but
during the seventeenth century potters made rapid advances, and Toft accom-
plished his masterpiece by reason of the tradition built up in the generations
preceding his day. Perhaps later, in Georgian times, his plates were considered
old fashioned and, from becoming rare show pieces, were relegated to domestic
use. We do not know how many were broken and thus lost, but a French
potter named Solon working seventy years ago at Stoke, in Messrs. Minton's
factory, spent his free time in searching Staffordshire for pieces done by Toft
and his contemporaries. We must be grateful to his efforts, and his long purse,
that many heirlooms are now preserved for our enjoyment. One man, Read,
aware of the aura of mystery that shrouded Thomas Toft, planted a fake piece
for Solon to find. It was inscribed "Thomas Toft—Tinker's Clough—I made
it I66—"(the date was illegible). The good man duly discovered it and
wrote enthusiastically about his treasure, but the piece has never been seen
since, and it is assumed that Solon later realized the hoax and destroyed it.
Since Solon's day, a large amount of" Toft ware" has been found around the
border country of North Wales.

Considering afresh the subjects treated by Toft—Charles hiding in the oak,
and representations of the royal couple it can be understood how fertile
associations in the potter's mind led to the thought of Adam and Eve and the
Tree of Knowledge. We thus have two superb dishes, twenty-two inches in
diameter, depicting the Temptation in the Garden of Paradise. The plate
shown in Fig. 4 is in the City of Leeds Collection at Temple Newsam. It is
one of the two pieces extant, dated with the year it was made—r674. The
figures and the tree are delightfully arranged and the variation of pattern
obtained by multiple arrangements of fruit and leaves bears the closest critical
study. Instead of the trellis pattern decoration fourteen heads look at us from
the plate border, their flowing locks resembling those of Adam who is coiffed
in Stuart fashion. (If any significance is attached to the number of fourteen
heads around the border of this plate Toft may have had in mind the verse
in the first chapter of St. Matthew: —"So all the generations from Abraham
to David are fourteen generations; and from David until the carrying away
into Babylon are fourteen generations; and from the carrying away into
Babylon unto Christ are fourteen generations.")
Eve's tresses are unmistakably feminine, and above her hovers a wyvern
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ADAM AND EVE Slipeaare, diameter sa" dated I674,
BEQUEATHED BY T. E. HOLLINGS, ESQ.) I 946

THOMAS TOET

(of evil intent?), whereas a more angelic creature touches Adam's head. In
all, there are fourteen animals and birds in company with Adam and Eve,
including the snake entwined around the tree trunk, a fox, a cow and flshes.
Fig. 5 shows the other "Temptation" plate which is in the Fitzwilliam

Collection at Cambridge Museum. It is of similar design but not quite so
well done. Alternate tulip flowers and bulbs decorate the border of this dish,
and we may recall that not only were tulips very fashionable at this time, but
Charles had been allowed to hide in Holland prior to I66o. (Although
strained relations with Holland had resulted in war during his reign, a peace
treaty was signed in t667.) The colours of this plate are exceptional. The
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ADAM AND EVE ."IliPIIIare, diIImeter a2" c. I674
BY COURTESY OF THE FITZWILLIAM MUSEUM, CAMBRIDGE

THOMAS TOFT

decoration is done on a brown coloured ground in white and green slips.
(Some form of copper was probably used with white clay to make green slip.)
The figures of Adam and Eve and the angel are in white outlined in green;
while the tree, the border elements and the space fillers including the wyvern
above Eve are all done in green edged with white lines. These parts, further-
more, have a clothlike texture on their surface and it has been suggested that
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they were cut to size from thin wafers of moist green coloured clay, placed in
position, and rubbed down while being protected from finger marks by inter-
posing a strip of muslin on the surface of each piece.
We may presume that Thomas Toft died before r69o and we recognize with

his passing the decline of slip decorated pottery. William of Orange was on
the throne and two Dutchmen, the brothers Elers, had come to work in
England. Silversmiths by training, they made improvements in pot clay
"bodies" and technical methods that were the dawn of industrial ceramic
production. The Elers were followed by Astbury and Whieldon who trained
the great Joseph Wedgwood. This gifted potter continued to make remarkable
progress in methods of pottery production. By employing some of the most
talented craftsmen of his day and by adopting a classical style, he revolution-
ized the Potteries. To-day "off the belt" methods at Stoke have produced
the largest pottery centre in the world. The workers there are nowhere to be
surpassed for their ability: each one is a specialist. Thomas Toft, however,
was a complete potter as were all others of his day, and each of his pieces was
individually considered and executed in the manner in which an artist does
a painting or a piece of sculpture. Each piece was conceived as an expression
of his individual personality and when, with conscious effort, this conception
goes into any work it becomes a masterpiece, independent of fashion and time.
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